In this study, a fast block matching search algorithm based on blocks' descriptors and multilevel blocks filtering is introduced. The used descriptors are the mean and a set of centralized low order moments. Hierarchal filtering and MAE similarity measure were adopted to nominate the best similar blocks lay within the pool of neighbor blocks. As next step to blocks nomination the similarity of the mean and moments is used to classify the nominated blocks and put them in one of three sub-pools, each one represents certain nomination priority level (i.e., most, less & least level). The main reason of the introducing nomination and classification steps is a significant reduction in the number of matching instances of the pixels belong to the compared blocks is achieved. Instead of pixels-wise comparisons a set of hierarchal similarity comparisons between few descriptors of the compared blocks is done. The computations of blocks descriptors have linear complexity, O(n) and small number of involved similarity comparisons is required. As final stage, the selected blocks as the best similar blocks according to their descriptors are only pushed to pixel-wise blocks comparison stage. The performance of the proposed system was tested for both cases: (i) without using prediction for assessing the initial motion vector and (ii) with using prediction that based on the determined motion vectors of already scanned neighbor blocks. The test results indicated that the introduced method for both cases (without/ with prediction) can lead to promising results in terms of time and error level; because there is reduction in search time and error level parameters in comparison with exhaustive search and three step search (TSS) algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation is the one of the key elements to achieve video compression by exploiting temporal redundancy of video data. Most of the practical applications on video coding, motion estimation are based on block matching (Reddy and Sengupta, 2008) .
Block matching motion estimation was one of the most important modules in the design of any video encoder (Jagiwala and Shah, 2012) . The purpose of a block matching algorithm is to find the best matching block, that belong to a reference frame, to represent certain block lay in some other frames, which may appear before or after. This can be used to discover the temporal redundancy in the video sequence, increasing the effectiveness of inter frame video compression and motion detection (Kiran et al., 2014) . The idea behind block matching is to divide frames into equal sized nonoverlapping blocks and calculates the displacement of the best-matched block from the previous frame as the motion vector of the block in the current frame within the search window (Manikandan and Selvakumar, 2014) . It matches blocks from the current frame with blocks belong to a reference frame. The displacement (Δx, Δy) in block location from the current frame to the location in the reference frame is called the motion vector, using the fact that the motion between consecutive frames is statistically small and the search range is confined to this area. After each searching process instance, the best match is nominated for each block within the area. The matching criterion means having lowest energy in the sum of residual formed by subtracting the candidate block in search region from the current block located in current frame (Love and Kamath, 2006; Aziz and Dolly, 2012) .
Full search (or Exhaustive Search) algorithm is the most computationally expensive block matching algorithm; but it finds the best possible match. The algorithm measures the cost function at each possible location in the search area. Also, it delivers good accuracy in searching for the best match. But, because of the large amount of computation is involved, it is not suitable in real time video coding. The main drawback of this method is that "the large search area needs more computations" (Khammar, 2012) . Kilthau et al. (2002) presented a new algorithm for solving the block matching problem which is independent of image content and is faster than other full-search methods. The method employs a novel data structure called the Windowed-Sum-Squared-Table, it uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in its computation of the Sum Squared Difference (SSD) metric (Kilthau et al., 2002) . Ahmed et al. (2011) proposed a new technique called Fast Computations of Full Search (FCFS) algorithm. This technique keeps the resolution of the decompressed videos the same as the one generated from using Full Search Block Matching Algorithm while decreasing the computational time required to determine the matching macro block from the reference frame to the current macro block. This performed by stopping the calculation of the sum absolute difference between the pixels in the current macro block and the macro blocks in the reference frame when the current uncompleted sum absolute value is greater than the previously calculated one (Ahmed et al., 2011) .
The Three Steps Search (TSS) algorithm was introduced by Koga et al. It became very popular because of its simplicity, robustness and nearly optimal performance. It searches for the best motion vectors by following a reducible grid search strategy (Manjunatha and Sainarayanan, 2011) . TSS algorithm is used for motion estimation; its saving factor is 100 times greater when compared with Full Search Block Matching Algorithm (FSBMA). The search rounds are fixed to be, almost, three search steps. TSS is inefficient for the estimation of small motion because it utilizes a uniformly allocated pattern in the initial step (Vijay et al., 2014) . Kulkarni et al. (2014) have made comparisons between different three steps search algorithms. The compared algorithms are the Three
Step Search algorithm (TSS), New Three Steps Search algorithm (NTSS), improved TSS algorithm, enhanced TS Salgorithm and fast TS Salgorithm. The performance of each algorithm is a compromise between the peak signal to noise ratio and the consumed search time. Choosing an algorithm depends on what we require in application. Some applications need to be executed within real time constraints, while some other applications require high preservation of video fidelity (as in the applications of medical image processing domain) (Kulkarni et al., 2014) . JieRong and Chang Qing proposed an Improved Motion Estimated Three Steps Search Algorithm as an efficient and fast block matching motion estimation algorithm. The strategy of this search algorithm is to begin searching from two positions the predictive search center and the (0, 0) position, which still hold direction when the predictive error is relatively big. The other strategy is to adopt the big small square search pattern, which chooses search step according to the moving state of objects (Jie-Rong and Chang-Qing, 2011). Bhavsar and Gonawala (2014) proposed algorithmic simulation of Three-Step Search (TSS) block matching algorithm for motion estimation. This method is based on the real world video frame sequence's feature of Center-biased motion vector allocation and uses Centerbiased checking point patterns and a small number of search locations to perform fast block matching (Bhavsar and Gonawala, 2014) .
The objective of this study is to develop an efficient block matching search using the mean and low order moments of each block in the coded frame. The mechanism of blocks categorization and multistage filtering mechanism are adopted in order to speed up the search process by reducing the overall computational complexity without making significant sacrifice in accuracy. Also, in this study two fast hierarchical schemes for block matching that based on the proposed descriptors comparisons are investigated. The first search scheme is without using predictive motion estimation for initiation the motion vector of each block; and it is called Blind-Search Scheme. The second scheme uses predictive motion estimation and it is called Intelligent-Search Scheme.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The layout of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The strategy of block matching is based on determining the mean and centralized low order moments as blocks' descriptors for each overlapped block found in the tested frame and the previous frame's Fig. 1 : The layout of proposed system blocks; with taking into consideration that the descriptors values of each block in the previous and the tested frame are determined only one time. Then, the descriptors of each tested block are compared with corresponding descriptors of the blocks lay within the search area of the previous frame. The descriptors matching process is done in cascade way (i.e., at each stage the similarity of only one descriptor value is considered to filter in/out the scanned blocks and in the next stage the value of other descriptor is used to test the similarity of the only filtered-in blocks to accomplish additional filtering). The main advantage of the proposed mechanism is doing multi stage blocks filtering task using single value comparison operation instead of multi-values comparison (i.e., avoiding the determination of MAE for all pixels belong to the two compared blocks). The proposed system consists of three main stages: Determination of spiral search ordering sequence: Spiral search starts with zero displacement and moves spirally to the candidates have larger displacements. Hence, the spiral search, instead of horizontal-vertical search, offer optimized profile for the search order and consequently reduces the search time. The combination of early termination and circular search can significantly speed up block matching without losing prediction performance. In addition, a motion vector of a block will probably have a value close, if not equal, to the motion vector of another adjacent block. The list of spiral sequencing consists of three items:
Euclidean distance measure is used for ordering search sequence from nearest to farthest block because nearest blocks are more probably similar to tested block and consequently they should treated as most nominated blocks (especially when using predication for determining the initial displacement vector). The reisother type of search ordering called diamond search; if we want to use this type of search instead of circular ordering, we just have to change the distance measure equation. The following equation is for distance computation for both search ordering cases (i.e., circular or diamond):
where, i∈ [0, L-1] , L is the number of scan locations fall within the search window;{Dx(i), Dy(i)}represents the sequence of relative locations lay within search window, D(i) represents the corresponding distance for each location in the search window.
Determination of weights arrays:
Weight is defined as the contribution effectiveness of the value of a pixel in determination of the moment of the block holds that pixel. Similar to the moment concept, the introduced weight value is taken dependent on the pixel position relative to block center. In this study, two sets of weights, w 1 () and w 2 (), are taken; they calculated using the concept of odd-symmetric centralized moment, that is:
And:
where, ∑
γ is the weight order (i.e., γ<1), due to conducted tests it was found that the values around (γ = 0.15) leads to best performance states. The normalization factor A is imposed to ensure the sum of absolute values of w () coefficients is 1. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the profile of both weights arrays.
The basic idea behind using two sets of weights is, in first set we give a high weights to pixels located near to the center of block and low weights to pixels near the edge of block to support the inner pixels (pixels near the center). While, the second set of weights supports the outer pixels (close to block outer edge). The use of these two sets is useful to get a good set of features which can characterize.
The blocks and can assess the differences between them. Through the suggested two sets of weights each part of the block participate in different way when determining the set of moments, such that each The determined weights array are stored in two arrays called "W 1 ()" and "W 2 ()", also they quantified to be integer valued by multiplying the outcomes of Eq. (2-5) by an integer (called Number_of_Bins = 100) and the results are rounded to closest integers. The reason for integer quantification is to avoid floating point operation and keep all calculations to be of integer type.
Stage-2: descriptors calculation:
Descriptor is a piece of stored information that is used to identify an item in an information storage and retrieval system. It can save image features that are essential for search and comparison, such that same objects have the similar descriptors. For example, if two different image snapshots taken for same object; then the use of proper set of descriptors can lead to a decision "whether the two objects appeared in the snapshots are similar or not".
In the proposed method, a set of blocks' descriptors have been introduced to accomplish fast similarity assessment between each tested block, belong to predictive frame, with the blocks belong to reference frame (s) and lay within the corresponding search area. The set of used descriptors consists of: (i) mean M(0)and (ii) four centralized moments{M(1), M(2), M(3), M(4)}, they determined using the followings:
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(11) where, (x s , y s ) represent the coordinates of the reference point (e.g., top-left corner or center point) of the block, M(0, x s ,y s ) represents the mean descriptor (sometimes called average); M(1, x s , y s ) represents the moment along x-axis with high weights give to pixels close to block's center; M(2,x s ,y s ) represents the moment along y-axis with high weights given to pixels close to center; M(3,x s ,y s ) represents the moment along x-axis with high weights assigned to pixels close to block boundary; and M(4,x s ,y s ) represents the moment along y-axis with high weights given to pixels close to block boundary.
Since, the use of one descriptor is not enough to categorize a block. Therefore, five descriptors have been used in cascade pattern to gradually filter in the blocks and keep the most nominated similar ones. As first descriptor the mean (M 0 ) is adopted because it reflects the local brightness in the frame which should change slightly when moving from one frame to the next one. Also, the results of conducted tests to determine the candidacy of using each descriptor alone for discriminating the blocks belong to subsequent frames indicated that the mean descriptor has higher candidacy than the moment descriptors.
At the starting phase of inter-frame coding of each Group Of Pictures (GOP) the descriptors of all blocks belong to the first two frames of GOP are calculated {M prev (i, x s , y s ), M current (i, x s , y s )| i=0,2,..4 &∀(x s , y s )}; while when encoding the next frames only the descriptors {M current (i, x s , y s )} of blocks belong to the tested frames are determined and the old values M current (i, x s , y s ) are copied to be the M prev (i, x s , y s ).
Stage-3: Motion compensation process:
In this study, two schemes for blocks motion assessment have been applied, the first is called blind search scheme and the second is called intelligent search scheme.
Blind-Search Scheme (BS):
The notation used in the following paragraphs implies the use of prime (') to denote the parameters belong to previous frame. The involved steps of this scheme are:
 For each tested block open a search window for holding all possible overlapped blocks lay in the window and belong to previous frame. Then, put all overlapped blocks in a buffer called the main pool. The blocks are arranged in the pool according to the relative ordering shift array {Δx(), Δy()} calculated in the initialization stage.
The first set of weights
The second set of weights  Then, construct three sub-pools, each one will hold a sub set of blocks according to their degree of similarity with the tested block (in terms of descriptors). Each sub-pool has certain priority level when the matching process passes through the whole pixel-wise matching step. For each sub-pool certain threshold value (V i |i = 1, 2, 3 and V 1 <V 2 <V 3 ) for descriptors absolute differences and maximum blocks occupation number (N i ) are assigned. The first sub-pool is given the highest priority because it holds the blocks show small absolute difference (Dif) in terms of the mean descriptor, such that (Dif<V 1 ). The second subpool is given less priority because it holds the remaining blocks which have mean absolute difference less than threshold value (V 2 ).The third sub-pool has the lowest priority because it holds the remaining blocks which have absolute difference less than (V 3 ).  For each block in the main pool:
o Determine the absolute difference between the mean descriptor of the tested (current) block with mean descriptor of the investigated (pool) block, that is:
o Put the investigated block in one of three sub-pools according to value of Dif 0 ; if it is less than (V 1 ) then push the block to1 st sub-pool, else if it is less than (V 2 ) push it to 2 nd sub-pool, otherwise if it is less than (V 3 ) send it to 3 rd sub-pool; in case it is more than V 3 keep it in the main pool. o After shuffling each investigated block to 1 st or 2 nd sub-pool, then check the population of both subpools; in case they exceed the corresponding maximum allowed numbers (N 1 , N 2 ), then the loop of investigating the blocks in the main pool is stopped and the matching process goes to next step. In case the first two sub-pools are not filled continue testing the main pools till reaching the last block.  Construct the 4 th sub-pool. First, the blocks listed in 1 st sub-pool are sequentially arranged in the 4 th sub-pool and then the blocks of 2 nd are arranged and in case there are empty slots in 4 th pool the blocks sorted in 3 rd sub-pool are pushed to fill the empty slots. For each listed block in this new subpool do the following:
Calculate the absolute difference for the 1 st moment descriptor, as follows:
where, M pool represents the moment of the investigated block listed in the 4 th sub-pool. Then, compute the sum of differences Sum Dif(1), as follows:
If the value of Dif 1 is greater than a predefined threshold value (V 4 ) or the value of SumDif(1) exceed a threshold value (V sum ) then the investigated block is shuffled for the 4 th sub-pool; and then the next block in the sub pool is investigated.
While in case the Dif 1 and SumDif(1) passed the comparison tests then the procedure of testing the absolute differences of other moments (i.e., M(2), M(3), M(4)) with the corresponding sum of differences {i.e., SumDif(i)|i = 2, 3, 4} satisfy the matching conditions, where:
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The Matching Conditions are: Dif i < V 4 SumDif(i) <V sum  For the non-excluded blocks in 4 th sub-pool select a number of blocks which show lowest SumDif (4) values(number of blocks matching trials ≥ N 3 ). These blocks are considered as the most nominated blocks which they have the first priority to be matched using the pixel-wise similarity measure (MAD):
The best matched block (i.e., with lowest MAE) is considered as the best matched block. When the lowest found MAE is high, although it is occurred very rarely, then the remaining blocks in the 2 rd and 3 rd sub pools are tested using the steps given in (4).
As matching output for each tested block the displacements (Δx, Δy) or the index value (i) of best matched block in the corresponding main pool is registered.
Intelligent-Search Scheme (IS):
This algorithm depends on the prediction mechanism. The main idea of the proposed predictive based search system is to use the determined motion vectors of the already searched neighbor blocks to predict the best search region of the currently tested block. The prediction depends on the number and positions of the previously tested neighbor blocks taken into consideration, according to this principle, two prediction cases have been considered; these cases must be used in same order to ensure the success of prediction process. Figure 4 shows the three parts of frame covered by these two prediction cases.
The parts covered by each predictive case are handled according to the following. 
where, |p|+|k| = 1. The motion vector of neighbor block is used to calculate the initial motion vector of tested blocks.
For 2 nd Frame Part: Each block belong to this part is treated as a block has three or numerous surrounding neighbor blocks that have predetermined motion vectors. So, the initial motion vector of the block will be taken as the average motion vector (Δx, Δy) to the three predetermined motion vectors of the neighbor blocks:
Where, the pair (p, k) will be one of the followings: (1, 1), (-1, 1), (1, -1), (-1, -1) .
The key point to the success of such scheme is the ability to predict the tested frame based on the previous ones. A good predictor should produce a motion vector prediction which is very close to the true motion. In ideal case, the prediction results should give the exact motion vectors which render the transmission of unnecessary error.
At first, the descriptor of center block (i.e., block in the core of frame) must be checked to ensure it is a proper initial reference block (i.e., not significantly changed) to start the prediction process. If Dif 0 (using equation 10) is less than a predefined threshold V 5 value then this center block is taken as the initial block to start the prediction process of other blocks belong to the frame. Otherwise, a search window (5×5 blocks) around this block is opened and the search process started, from nearest to farthest, to find the best block show minimum Dif 0 and take it as initial reference center blocks in the frame. The steps of this algorithm are similar to the proposed blind search except the prediction steps which are used to assess the initial motion vector. Depending on motion vectors (Δx, Δy) of the tested neighbor blocks, which lay within certain search window allocated around the tested block, the initial motion vector could be determined as the mean vector of the motion vectors of the neighbor.
With the existence of initial motion, the absolute difference between the mean descriptors of the tested block with the block belongs to reference, I, frame is taken:
Note that when the location of tested block is in first part region (Fig. 4) then the opened search window is of type S 1 . Here the used search window size must be similar to that used in TSS in order to produce more accurate prediction. For blocks in second part region (Fig. 4) the search window is of type S 2 (a block has three surrounding neighbor blocks that have predetermined motion vectors); and the search window is of type S 3 (a block has numerous surrounding neighbor blocks that have predetermined motion vectors) when the tested block in the second part.
TESTS RESULTS
The significance of the proposed work lays in its flexibility to achieve a compromise between making good reduction in coding time while the video quality remains acceptable.
Numerous sets of tests have been conducted to examine and evaluate the performance of the proposed descriptor block matching algorithm. The used video test samples are Family and Foreman (with frame size specifications = 320×240 pixels and 352×288 pixels, respectively and the pixel color depth = 24 bit). The programs have been developed using C# programming language. The adopted coding parameters are: (i) block size 8x8 and (ii) the size of Group of Pictures (GOP) are set 10 frames for all tested blocks. In all tests the first GOP was taken. The used performance measures for the proposed algorithms are: (i) the fidelity level of the reconstructed frames using the metric (MAE) and (ii) the overall search time (second) for the first GOP. Figure 6 the search time for ES method was excluded because it is too high; it is 0.2468 sec (for Family) and 0.3106 sec (for Foreman). It is obvious that BS and IS methods perform better than the traditional methods in terms of reducing the error and search time. Figure 7 illustrates the results shows performance curve (i.e., MAE versus search time) for Intelligent-Search and Blind-Search methods. The results indicate that Intelligent-Search performs better than Blind-Search. So, the use of prediction in block descriptor is vital to give better results in MAE and search time.
Several parameters have been taken into consideration to study the performance of the suggested two algorithms. Some of these parameters have significant effect; for this reason they called "control parameters". The effects of the following control parameters have been investigated: (1) V 1 , (2) V 2 and (3) N 3 . Table 1 presents the adopted default values of the considered control parameters, these values are selected after making a comprehensive tests and choosing the best value for each parameter. The effects of each parameter are examined by varying its value while setting other parameters fixed at their default values. The tests target is "low Search time and accepted quality" and the choice of default values was based on satisfying this test target. The tests results indicated that the effects of other parameter are insignificant, for this reason these values are set fixed as listed in Table 2 . The parameter V sum depends on following equation:
CONCLUSION
From the results of the proposed algorithm, the following remarks are stimulated:
 An improvement was introduced to the scheme of block matching by making use of blocks descriptors. The introduced mechanism replaces many of the pixel-wise block matching steps with hierarchal multi single value comparisons.  The use of two criteria mean and low order moments to derive descriptors values make the matching process faster e special when using prediction (Intelligent-Search).  The conducted tests results show that the attained error is similar or close to the standard Exhaustive Search and the required time is close to that of TSS but with less number of blocks matching.  In case of using Intelligent Search the relative search window can be reduced while keeping the fidelity level preserved. As future work, the following steps could be taken:  Using standard deviation as criteria to classify the blocks. 
